
Headline: 
Instant online boat booking worldwide 
 
Sub-headline: 
Booking your next yacht has never been simpler. No correspondence, no waiting time, no 
jumping on a call with strangers. 
 

 
 
Note from CEO: 
“Ahoy! Boats.com allows you to make a ‘real skipper decision’ based on full boat’s specs, 
navigation difficulty of the area, charter company, and better price understanding. Booking 
boats ‘the skypper style’ is finally possible!” 
 
Heading 1: 
Heading up! Compare prices up to 7-week in advance 
 
Sub-heading 1: 
Schedule your next charter easily and compare dates to save thousands of dollars with our 
immediate price comparison and low fare calendar. 
 
CTA: 
Learn More 
 

 
 
Heading 2: 
Take a 360 tour. This is what your boat will look like.  
 
Sub-heading 2: 
Feel right at home even before your voyage begins 
 
Note: 
“In today’s world, we’re all accustomed to booking and paying for hotels and flights instantly. 
Why should booking boats be any different? What was a painful and excruciating process 
has now been made as simple as 1,2,3. Boats.com means instant booking.” 
 

 
 
Heading 3: 
As clear as a blue sky. Open information about charter companies 
 
CTA: 
Give me recommendations 
 

 



 
Heading 4: 
Home is where the anchor drops 
 

 
 
Heading 5: 
Our golden treasures are satisfied customers; This is what they are saying 
 

 
 
Heading 6: 
Our crew’s unique recommendations  
 
Note: 
We draw all of these sailing models ourselves 
 
New block: 
The recommended boats are currently trending thanks to their ergonomical and cutting-edge 
design. By moving the galley into the cockpit they significantly increased the overall space 
without sacrificing any of the comfort. This means more space to invite people and 6 extra 
cabins at your disposal. 
 
Our expert skippers are recommending Norway and Mexico as this summer’s most exotic 
and little-visited destinations. Perfect for intermediate and expert skippers who want to 
embark on new challenges and witness remarkable sights. 
 

 
  
Heading 7: 
Feeling a bit overwhelmed? Give us a shout 
 
Sub-heading 7: 
We’re only here to help you choose the right boat. We speak English, German, and Russian. 
But our crew can get back to you in any language quickly and efficiently. In the meantime, 
find answers to your questions in the FAQ. 
 


